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A green economy predicated on
resource efficiency
GE =

Economic production
Net consumption of natural capital

Resource efficiency (RE) sits within
denominator ‘net consumption’

How to measure savings and
trace where the savings go
How to address paradox of
efficiency: Rebound, Jevon’s
paradox; Polimeni et al., 2008.

RE = Net consumption/Withdrawal
What is efficiency: Definitions, and why
inefficiency or waste occurs
How to, & who can, save resources;
technologies of saving
How to influence the saving of resources
and why we seek this
What happens after we make savings;
where do the ‘saved’ resources end up

http://archive.tntmagazine.in/news/meghalaya/
zero-waste-management/

Irrigation efficiency savings
and complexity
In irrigation; great difference between withdrawal and consumption
Non-consumptive irrigation losses pass to neighbours, or up a scale to
the river basin.
How much consumptive wasted water is there to be genuinely
‘salvaged’ in irrigation?
Lack of measurement/knowledge; yet claim and counter-claim
Who gets the material gain of an efficiency gain (savings)?
What if no cap on consumption, who gets the savings?

Argument in Water International
over whether there is spare
water to be ‘saved’ in irrigation

Frederiksen and Allen criticised this
report by Pacific Institute
2011

Pacific Institute then responded

Then F and A responded again

Paradox and
paracommons revealed

Norris (2011) “.. the United States
Supreme Court’s recent decision in
Montana v Wyoming brings to the
forefront one of the most
complicated and contested facets
of irrigation efficiency: who owns
the rights to the conserved water?”

Downstream Montana complained
against Wyoming for introducing
more efficient irrigation that
reduced drainage on which it relied

Explaining common pool
competition over losses
The next three slides of pie-charts explain how and why
efficiency gains create resources that are then subject
to claim and counter-claim.
How we go from ‘the commons’ to ‘the paracommons’

Common pool (CP) volume of
water. For example an aquifer,
river or dam

Water abstractors competing over the
common pool for irrigation
Farmer A
Farmer B
Farmer C

Farmer D
Common pool and abstractions
divided into a pie-chart

Irrigation abstractions divided into
net demands and wastes/wastages
A, 30% efficient

A

B, 90% efficient
B
C, 80%
efficient

C
CP
remaining

D
Wastes/wastages
or ‘tare’ fraction

D, 50% efficient

From previous
Figure

A, 30% efficient

Showing only net abstractions and
CP remaining
A, net fraction

B, 90% efficient
B, net
C, 80%
efficient
CP
remaining

C, net

D, 50% efficient

Showing only inefficient fractions – the
‘tare’ or losses of each farmer’s demand
A, tare

D, net
Re-combining

All: The commons

B, tare
C, tare
D, tare

Re-combining
The loss fractions comprise the paracommons if
freed-up and made available. See next Figure

Future; the ‘intending to be’
more efficient sector or system

Present; the ‘believed to be’ less
efficient sector or system

‘a2’, net

‘a1’ net
Reworking
resource systems
CP
remaining

‘b1’ tare

Attempts to raise
efficiency and reduce
wastes and wastages

Efficiency = net / gross
Efficiency = net / net + tare
Efficiency = a1/(a1+b1)
In the future system, the efficiency
is higher and the waste, wastages
or losses of ‘b2’ are lower than ‘b1’.
This is a gain in efficiency as a
performance measure.

Less waste and
wastage, ‘b2’
The paracommons

This is the material gain or ‘
as a result of the efficiency
gain.
The paracommons is understood through
questions such as:
- How much of a material gain is ‘freed up’?
- Who gets the gain of an efficiency gain (to
which user, system or sector does this gain
flow to?)
- How are relations changed by efficiency?

Prefigurations of material
benefits of efficiency gains
Savings made in Mexican irrigation “by
lining canals and upgrading the way crops
are irrigated” to be banked in Lake Mead

Commons: How much water in
Colarado River and who gets it?
Paracommons: How much water can
be saved; how to reserve and relocate
this saved water and who gets it?

The salvaged loss moves to the wider economy, or
to government, urban, and industrial demands.
To ‘unrelated neighbours’

The salvaged loss
moves to immediate
neighbours in a
neighbourhood
system to raise
production or sustain
benefits

Salvaged loss
created by an
efficiency gain

The salvaged
loss moves to or
stays with the
proprietor
system to raise
production and
productivity

Highly appropriative system pulls
salvaged resources away from
returning to the common pool –
away from ‘greenness’
The salvaged loss moves to the common pool and/or
the environment for conservation and productivity

The resource plus
losses together

The ‘normal’ losses

The householder (proprietor)
1

Distribution of salvaged
wastes/wastages

3

The wider economy

Household refuse
then to neighbouring
parties

Back to the common pool

An apple-eater leaves quite a bit of apple flesh on the core which goes to waste:
- Householder (proprietor system)
- City dump picker (neighbour system)
A
- Compost to apple trees (common pool)
- Electricity generation (wider economy)
Apple core is The city dump picker ‘sees’ his core
Apple on tree; Apple being
further up the chain but has no control
eaten at home discarded
core inside
In the future, perhaps the apple is more expensive, or her new partner has different
views on wastage; here the householder eats the whole apple minus the stalk:
- Householder (proprietor system)
- City dump picker (neighbour system)
- Compost to apple trees (common pool)
B
!?
- Electricity generation (wider economy)
In the future, perhaps due to a recycling or composting scheme, householder keeps the
apple core as organic composting waste. The seeds germinate into new apple trees.
- Householder (proprietor system)
!?
- City dump picker (neighbour system)
C
- Compost to apple trees (common pool)
- Electricity generation (wider economy)
In the future, a new household-waste electricity generator is built. The garbage is
sorted, collected and the apple core is turned into electricity for the wider economy:
- Householder (proprietor system)
!?
- City dump picker (neighbour system)
D
- Compost to apple trees (common pool)
- Electricity generation (wider economy)

Current wastes: this is
recovered and subject of
current downstream common
pool competition

Current wastage: not recoverable today but can be
forestalled in the future and (with
altered wastes) subject to
paracommons competition

(a) Leaking wooden stop-gate in a canal

(b) Standing water in harvested rice field

Photos show (a) leaking stop-gate in an irrigation canal leading to drainage water
recoverable downstream in a nearby river (but not easily recoverable by next field in the
sequence of irrigation), and (b) and standing water in a recently harvested field leading
to non-beneficial evaporation not recoverable at this moment (but can be reduced)

The green economy knowledge
gap – measuring the complexity
of resource efficiency
The contentious debate about how to make savings, how great
the savings are and who gets them are.
Sourced to lack of peer-reviewed detailed measurements of
water flows at different scales and times
Current ‘water accounting’ is basin-scale and computer-model
based; it is not field-informed and does not distinguish
between withdrawn water
and depleted water
A genuinely green economy
has to engage with efficiency
kinetics, and to be metrics
driven and evidenced-based.
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